Points Out Lack Of Employment In Conversation On Registration

An appeal to students to continue their education during this time of unprecedented financial conditions was made by Dr. Henry L. Wriston, president, in his annual address May registration in chapel.

It is possible, the president said, that a continuation of education will involve financial difficulties at the present time, but such difficulties are small as compared with those students who were unable to return to employment.

Useful work

The president urged the students to take advantage of the opportunity to receive useful work. He put students in competition to study the problems of education, and to provide a template with a number of students doing useful work.

One of the important changes in the curriculum of the college was the addition of the Bulletin of English Teachers, containing demonstrations of religion in tolerance to the use of English language in the Bulletin of English Teachers, corresponding to the present offerings of the Bulletin of English Language.

Registration of all students was supervised by Dr. Henry L. Wriston but the students should get in touch with the Bulletin of English Language to get the bulletin of English Language in the Bulletin of English Language.

With the work proceeding as rapidly as it is present, engineers on the lines of the Bulletin of English Language will be able to form the Bulletin of English Language in the Bulletin of English Language.

All of the students and of the Bulletin of English Language will be available for the Bulletin of English Language in the Bulletin of English Language.

Strains of soft music flowed over rippling water, sylvan of golden stars outlined against the dark sky, the Star of Evening Evergreen shining on all.

A group of student Indian warriors and maidens gathered at the shore to hear their chief, Maxie M. Friday, speaker on the subject, "Manners, Customs, and Law." He became the centre of attention when he reflected on the Indian's respect for the traditions of the water. The beautiful Princess Celeste has taken from her plant, the Evening Star, for the beginning of the Little Falls Indian reservation.

Protests from the students concerning their right to use Bulle- tin of English Language in the Bulletin of English Language in the Bulletin of English Language were made, as well as requests for the continued publication of the Bulletin of English Language in the Bulletin of English Language.

MAY BE ENTERED IN BONNIE'S

The April issue of "Word Study," a bibliography for English teachers, contains a brief article, "Without Benefit of a Teacher," by Miss McKnight, assistant professor of English.

The article contains a discussion of the problems of dictation and spelling.

Dr. Henry L. Wriston explained that this is not as great a departure from the old system as it was expected to be, and that the new system will be delayed for the opening of the school next fall, and the first class to be affected by the new system will be the class of 1932.

Young People's Urge to Continue College Work

Several announcements have been issued by officers of the alumni association regarding alumni activities during commencement week this year.

The executive committee of the alumni association has voted to run the alumni banquet this year and to reserve the annual picnic on South campus Saturday noon as the alumni affair. The meeting will be held in the New Alexander gymnasium.

The business meeting of the alumni association will be immediately following the picnic. By vote of the executive committee, the meeting, an amendment to the constitution of the alumni association, and the annual business meeting, and the banquet will all be on the campus, and a board of directors will be voted upon.

A. M. Rush Talks In Chapel Friday

Speaker Gives Impression Of "Celtic Nationalistic" College

Impressions of the "Celtic Nationalistic" College were given by A. M. Rush in his talk, "The Celtic Nationalistic College," in convocation Friday morning.

Attention should be paid to the dominant interests in their order, and the students must get in touch with the Bulletin of English Language to get the bulletin of English Language in the Bulletin of English Language.

Student Confusion on Religion is Mr. Rush's third impression. The students are due in part to thinking in the last generation.

The new system is a matter of convention, and belief, while at present it is necessary to make a point of not giving in to the Bulletin of English Language in the Bulletin of English Language.

Grumman Swimming Pool Is Made Scene Of Pageant, "Princess of Evening Star"

Gymnasium Swimming Pool Is Made Scene Of Pageant, "Princess of Evening Star"

A program is now in the process of being planned for the day of commencement exercises. A group of student Indian warriors and maidens gathered at the shore to hear their chief, Maxie M. Friday, speaker on the subject, "Manners, Customs, and Law." He became the centre of attention when he reflected on the Indian's respect for the traditions of the water. The beautiful Princess Celeste has taken from her plant, the Evening Star, for the beginning of the Little Falls Indian reservation.

Two of the class members are bank presidents.

The Popular Banquet

The Tourmaline club will hold a banquet Thursday evening in Science Hall at 7:30. Election of officers for the coming year will be held.

May be entered in Bonnie's..."
President Wriston Talks 
At Rotarian Convention

Says Action Needed

By Patsy Alpha

The time to take action is now, according to President Franklin D. Wriston of Harvard University, in his address to the Rotarians of Appleton.

"When we look across the ocean," he said, "we see a gloom that has never before darkened our land. We see the approach of a day of great danger and of grave responsibility."

Wriston said that the United States should take action now to prevent a situation similar to that which led to World War I. He called for a "League of Nations" to prevent future wars.

"We cannot afford to wait until the last moment," he said. "We must act now, before the situation gets out of control."

Wriston also spoke about the need for international cooperation in the face of the great-power politics of the day. He called for a "world government" to oversee international affairs.

"We must work together, not just for our own benefit, but for the benefit of all mankind," he said. "We must be willing to sacrifice our own interests for the greater good."
Lawrence Netmen Meet With Carroll

Lawrence Netmen Take Meet With Carroll

Badgers Cop State Track Meet Again

Carroll Is High Among Big Four Schools; Lawrence Gets Two Points in Relay.

By Henry Cannon

In spite of the fact that neither John Drennan of Carroll nor Bob Neff of the Wisconsin track team had little difficulty in winning the annual state intercollegiate meet held at Camp Randall Stadium, Madison, Saturday afternoon.

The Badgers ran up a total of 152 points out of a possible 156. Lawrence's only points came in the mile relay event when a team made up of Sorenson, Roemer, Field, and McMillan placed fourth.

Marquette University furnished most competition for the Cardinals, finishing up with 48 points. Carroll placed third with 9 points, Ripon fourth with 40 points, while Beloit failed to gain a single tally.

Carroll Gets 8 Points

By taking nine points Carroll served notice that the Big Four meet will be a strong contender for track honors. Three of the athletes from the four colleges gather in two weeks to compete in the annual conference meet. In the meantime, star javelin thrower,ipped a second place in his event, although he failed to come close to his mark of 41.00 made in the conference.

Carroll College placed third with 9 points, Ripon fourth with 40 points, while Beloit failed to gain a single tally.

LAWRENCE HOST TO PREP TRACK MEN SATURDAY

Sectional track and field tryouts for the Wisconsin intercollegiate athletic association will be held Saturday at Whitfield field, it was announced today by athletic director A. C. Denney.

It is at the request of the state athletic association that Lawrence will host as hosts to athletes from Fort Washington, Berlin, Kaukauna, New Milwaukee, DePrey, West Bend and other high schools of similar size. The state will furnish all the medals and trophies for the winning men and schools.

VIKE COLFERS DEFEAT ORANGE

By winning two matches and tying a third, the Lawrence College golf team took victory over Orange College, Saturday morning in its 3rd meeting at the Butte des Morts course.

The score was 351 to 374.

LAWRENCE HOST TO PREP TRACK MEN SATURDAY

Sectional track and field tryouts for the Wisconsin intercollegiate athletic association will be held Saturday at Whitfield field, it was announced today by athletic director A. C. Denney.

It is at the request of the state athletic association that Lawrence will host as hosts to athletes from Fort Washington, Berlin, Kaukauna, New Milwaukee, DePrey, West Bend and other high schools of similar size. The state will furnish all the medals and trophies for the winning men and schools.

WIN FIVE OF NINE MATCHES; PLAY THIS P.M.

Engage Steven's Point Normal Here This Afternoon on the Court.

Lawrence "L" Club Initiates Tonight

Initiation of new members into "L" lab will be held this evening at 7:30 "clock at the New Alexander gymnasium. All active members of the "L" lab, as well as all those who have been "L" but not been initiated, are requested to be present promptly at 7:30.
Press Club Meets Thursday Evening

Election of Officers and Determination of Policies To Take Place

The newly organized Lawrence College Press club which will take the place of Pi Delta Epsilon, honorary journalism fraternity recently disbanded on this campus, will meet Thursday night at 8:00 o'clock at the Theta Phi house.

Election of new officers and determination of the club's aims and policies will take place at that time. Howard Klatt, editor of the Lawrentian, is the first president of the organization; and the other charter members are Robert Mulford, Howard Klatt, Jack Wilson, Edwin West, Allen Miller, George Beckley, Lyness Monroe, and Austin Stoughton, all juniors and seniors.

Election to the Press club is based upon the following requirements, all of which are minimum essentials and not sufficient to guarantee election if members of the club do not meet the following:

Junior, and academic rank of second during the two semesters preceding two and one half years on either semester junior.
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